LICENCED ENGINEER

Number of Posts: 1

Contract Type: Permanent / indefinite contract

Job description
- Travel and work in support of AOG defect rectification
- Work closely with the applicable CAMOs ensuring airworthiness compliance
- Ensure all requested maintenance is performed in compliance with regulatory and company policy
- Embody a positive safety culture, via continuous improvement, ensuring senior management are kept apprised of safety issues
- Ensure information security policy and procedures are complied with
- In the event of an emergency, ensure procedures outlined in the Emergency Response Plan are adhered to by themselves or suitably qualified delegates

Requirements
- Right to live and work in the EU
- EASA Part-66 B1 AML with King Air 200 Type Rating - Essential
- EASA Part-66 B1 AML with King Air 300 Type Rating - Desirable
- EASA Part-66 B1.2 AML with DA42/DA62 - Desirable
- UK equivalent AMLs - Desirable
- Ability to prove 6 months of currency within preceding 2 years
- Fully conversant of applicable continuing airworthiness regulations
- Experience working with competing priorities in a fast-paced environment
- Certify work carried out on EASA registered King Air 200 aircraft - Essential
- Certify work carried out on EASA registered King Air 300 aircraft - Desirable
- Certify work carried out on EASA registered Diamond DA42/62 aircraft - Desirable
- Certify work carried out on UK registered B200/300/DA42/62 aircraft - Desirable
- Manage conflicting demands and prioritize workload to meet deadlines
- Flexible, motivated and able to work under pressure, with minimum supervision
- Communicate clearly and effectively in English (written and oral)
- Proactive ‘can do’ approach to problem solving and providing creative solutions
- Working knowledge of Google Workspace (Mail, Docs, Sheets, Slides, etc) or Microsoft Office, including commonly used office packages
- Proponent of root cause analysis
- Excellent attention to detail and diligent management of activities
- Excellent organization and facilitation skills
- Responsible collection, handling, and storing of confidential information

Training provided
On the job training
Any assistance with accommodation/relocation
Travel and accommodation will be provided

Any other benefits
Subject to negotiation

Salary
Eur 20,000 – 30,000 depending on experience

How will the interviews be held?
Online

To apply
CVs and a covering email are to be sent by email to eures.recruitment.jobsplus@gov.mt and should be written in English. Please quote the vacancy name EASA B1 and number 387541 in your email.